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The new Ultra tuba mouthpieces are designed by Aaron Tindall in consultation with Warren Deck. They 
come in a range of eight models, from the deepest orchestral size to the most brilliant-sounding soloist model. 
They all have the same cup diameter (32.8mm), 
so switching between different models is never 
a problem. The rim is designed by Warren Deck 
and has an ideal shape for comfort, endurance 
and grip. Aaron Tindall says ‘The performer 
will immediately notice an increased sense 
of improved articulation, intonation, greater 
endurance, and significantly enhanced power 
in both the high and low registers. Along with 
these comes an ease of playing accompanied by 
a richer, broader, truer sound that we believe 
is currently unmatched by many of the other 
competitors in today’s market.’
 
Stephen Wick, CEO of Denis Wick Products, said ‘We are thrilled to be working with Aaron! He is great player with a really strong concept 
of tuba tone, and his new range of mouthpieces has a core sound and projection that is instantly apparent. His range of designs covers every 
style and sound that the modern tuba player will need. We used original mouthpipes and receivers from Meinl-Weston to ensure that the fit 
of the mouthpiece is EXACTLY right. This is vital in order get 100% from these the modern German tubas, and this improved response is very 
noticeable. The new Ultras set a new standard for tuba mouthpieces!’
 
The new Aaron Tindall mouthpieces are now available from Denis Wick and are available in silver or gold plate.
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cup
diam

bore
in mm Description

AT1U 32.8mm 9.53 Very large funnel with straight walls in the cup. Large throat

AT2U 32.8mm 9.53 Large funnel/bowl mixed style cup. Large throat

AT3U 32.8mm 8.20 Helleberg-style cup suitable for most CC tuba playing

AT4U 32.8mm 8.30 Geib-style cup ideal for rotor CC tubas

AT5U 32.8mm 8.90 Large F tuba mouthpiece, very similar in design to the AT2U but with a smaller throat/tighter backbore

AT6U 32.8mm 8.40 F tuba mouthpiece with a large funnel/bowl mixed style cup

AT7U 32.8mm 8.00 Medium cup F tuba mouthpiece, ideal for use in chamber/solo settings

AT8U 32.8mm 7.90 Shallow cup F tuba mouthpiece, ideal for all the extremes of solo playing

Aaron Tindall Ultra Tuba series for Denis Wick
Rim designed by Warren Deck – one of the most comfortable rims ever made, 
featuring just the right amount of width and bite to give the player a sense of 
comfort and stability.


